
Sweetwater Lake Community Advisory Group Meeting #1
OCT 24  | 6-8 PM

Meeting Location: Gypsum Recreation Center
MEETING PURPOSE:

● Establish scope, roles and responsibilities of Sweetwater Lake Community Advisory Group (CAG)
● Discuss planning timeline and milestones
● Review Themes Report and discuss implications for engagement
● Overview of Spectrum of Engagement / Engagement Plan

MEETING AGENDA

TIME TITLE TOPIC(S) OBJECTIVES

15 MIN Introductions +
Agenda Overview

A. Introducing the agencies in the
room and participants of the CAG

B. Review agenda

1. Familiarize community members and planning
team members

2. Establish understanding of the meeting agenda

25 MIN Establishing Scope,
Roles +

Responsibilities,
Collaboration
Commitment

A. Planning Team & Consultant
Scope of Work 2022-2023

B. Roles + Responsibilities of CAG,
Membership, and Coordinators

1. Inform CAG of scopes for planning and project
teams

2. Establish CAG understanding of how the CAG
will be involved in planning process

30 MIN Planning Timeline +
Key Milestones

A. Timelines of USFS + CPW
(Funding, Deadlines, etc.)

B. Timelines for design phases
(Confluence)

C. Timeline for Engagement (CDR)

1. Inform CAG of milestones and agency
constraints to build trust

2. Clarify questions and receive feedback on
timeline

20 MIN Review Themes
Report

A. Themes Report process and
outcomes

1. Share information that was gathered and
indicate its connection to the Engagement Plan

20 MIN Overview of the
Spectrum of

Engagement +
Engagement Plan

A. Spectrum of Engagement

B. Engagement Plan components

1. Set expectation for stakeholder level of
participation going forward

2. Discuss process and methods for broader public
engagement

10 MIN Wrap Up, Next Steps
and Follow -Up

Questions

A. Next Steps

B. Addressing/acknowledging
Parking Lot questions

1.  Organization around subsequent meetings
(e.g. frequency, regular schedule)

2. Acknowledge, record, and respond to questions
asked by the CAG



Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #1 Notes
October 24, 2022  | 6-8 PM

Meeting Location: Gypsum Recreation Center
Meeting Purpose:

● Establish scope, roles and responsibilities of group
● Discuss planning timeline and milestones
● Review Themes Report and discuss implications for engagement
● Overview of Spectrum of Engagement / Engagement Plan

Meeting Agenda:

● Introductions & Agenda Overview
● Establishing Scope, Roles & Responsibilities
● Themes Report
● Planning Timeline & Key Milestones
● Engagement Plan
● Next Steps

MEETING NOTES:

Introductions + Agenda Overview
Scott Fitzwilliams, USFS, opened the meeting by thanking everyone for attending as

well as setting the stage for the future of collaboration within the group. Melissa

Bade, CDR Associates, provided an overview of the agenda and introduced their

organization’s purpose. Participants then paired off for roughly 10 minutes to begin

building relationships by learning about one another and introducing their partner to

the group at large. Group members highlighted unique facts they learned about one

another, including similarities in past experiences as well as hopes for the future of

Sweetwater Lake.

Parking Lot Question*: What percent of CDR’s revenue comes from government
agencies?

AGREEMENT: Change name from Sweetwater Community Advisory Group to Sweetwater Lake Working Group (SLWG)

*Parking Lot questions are questions brought up throughout the meeting that are put on hold for future discussion.



Roles + Responsibilities
The scopes of work of the planning team (USFS, CPW & EVLT), CDR, and Confluence (the design team contracted by CPW) were presented at an

overview level. The original planning goals, developed from the planning team in early 2022, and a document called the Collaboration Commitment

were reviewed ahead of a group discussion. The Collaboration Commitment is a document intended to delineate expectations of the SLWG and

planning team, while working together in a collaborative way. The Collaboration Commitment provides an overview of the SLWG charge, roles and

responsibilities, as well as expectations around discussion guidelines and final decision-making. The slides below show the planning goals, the SLWG

purpose as well as roles and responsibilities outlined by the planning team before this meeting; participants then provided feedback on the content.

Comments on the planning goals include:

● Defining the term “public” as the current term is vague and the actual public ranges from adjacent landowners to national interests; possibly
useful to clarify the term public in future products to better understand SLWG role as well as broader community, state, and national interests

● Recognition in the goals that some of the public will be more involved than others

● High demand from the public for Sweetwater related information;  importance of clarifying SLWG roles in distributing project information

● Suggestion that information is shared by the planning team (instead of SLWG) to avoid any confusion; planning team will develop messaging
with the guidance of SLWG members and create consistent, streamlined messages that are public-facing for the SWLG members to direct other
community members towards

Collaboration Commitment discussion highlights:

● Suggestion to hear all voices; group’s responsibility is to consider balancing inclusivity of all that want to participate in SLWG meetings with

consistent attendance –to be an effective working group



● Clarify the decision-making graphic to show the group is responsible for

bringing forth community voices, concerns, etc. from all perspectives but

relying on planning team to conduct engagement with broader population

● Clarify the decision-making graphic to show the decision-making process will

lead to alternatives considered in NEPA

● Interest in transparency about the working group’s discussions and planning

progress for the SLWG, broader Sweetwater community, and others who

may be interested

● Redefining the term “engagement” to clarify that the SLWG will provide

advice on who and how to engage the broader community to engage, not

conduct the engagement

● Consideration that stakeholder’s level of participation should be outlined and determined in relation to the planning input opportunity

● Respect for input received to-date; not asking the public about their vision, but now it's up to the SLWG and planning team to use information

collected and develop a plan and additional materials for the public to react to and provide feedback on

● Process for mutual accountability going forward regarding membership ( i.e. consistency of attendance to assure the process progresses)

AGREEMENT: Establishing SLWG coordinator (Mary Stephens) and co-coordinator (Katie Hood) whose primary responsibility will be to schedule

meetings in coordination with CDR and pass related meeting information to the SLWG members

AGREEMENT: Planning team and CDR will provide meeting materials at least two days prior to meetings so SLWG members can review materials

AGREEMENT: Meeting documentation and turn-around time is one week from the SLWG meeting; additionally three bullet points of meeting overviews

will be included as talking points for SLWG members

AGREEMENT: Documentation of SLWG meeting materials will be posted online for the group to review as well as distribute as needed

Parking Lot Question: What opportunity exists for virtual meetings how do we create a fall-back protocol for meetings due to inclement weather?

Parking Lot Question: Is it possible for SLWG to see/receive Confluence’s data? What does that process look like?



Tentative Timeline
An 8 month projection was presented based on the standards, rules
and regulations that the planning team and effectively, the SLWG,
must work within during the Pre-NEPA phase.

Comments on the tentative timeline include:

● Request to share the timeline with the SLWG (granted)
● Providing a SRPT (Sweetwater Recreation and Planning

Team) role definition
● Inquiry on NEPA information as it relates to Sweetwater

including: multiple alternatives, no action, preferred
alternative and a how proposed action might be a blend of
multiple alternatives

ACTION: USFS to host a NEPA 101 session in a subsequent SLWG meeting in relation to this project

Next Steps
The meeting culminated with a discussion regarding the frequency of SLWG meetings that would be suitable going forward.  The group did not get
through all discussion topics on the agenda, and those topics will be discussed during the next SLWG meeting. The following  SLWG meeting was
scheduled for November 14th, 2022; meeting topics include: CDR Engagement Plan presentation, discussion of sideboards, and the development of
subsequent SLWG meeting topics through May 2023.

AGREEMENT: The group agreed to meet on Tuesdays moving forward; consider adding two meetings a month starting after the holidays

ACTION: CDR to coordinate with Mary and Katie regarding schedule for SLWG meetings

In Attendance
SLWG: Adrienne Brink (Brink Outfitters), Chris Estes, Katie Hood,
Derrick Wiemer, Matt Lou, Mary and Bill Stephens

CDR Associates: Melissa Bade and Dominique Ashe

USFS: Scott Fitzwilliams and Paula Peterson

CPW: Jacob Brey and Mark Lehman

EVLT: Bergen Tjossem

Present
Garfield County: Commissioner John Martin and Fred Jarman



MEETING TALKING POINTS:

● This was the first meeting to convene Sweetwater Lake Working Group (SLWG) after a series of meetings, interviews, and input opportunities in
the early summer 2022. This was the first SLWG meeting that CDR facilitated.

● CDR has been brought on by the planning team (USFS, CPW, EVLT) to provide third-party facilitation of these meetings as well as conduct
broader public engagement throughout the pre-NEPA process.

● The group clarified that it will represent the Sweetwater Community, but that it will not be expected to create messaging or conduct greater
engagement. Instead, the group will play an advisory role in helping identify key stakeholders to engage and potential methods of engagement.
The group will also help disseminate project information that is created and produced by the planning team.

● There is a lot to discuss, and this meeting was focused on setting the foundation for the future of the process.
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INTRODUCTIONS & AGENDA REVIEW



// 1

// 2

// 3

// 4

// 5

Introductions + Agenda Review 

Establishing Scope, Roles + Responsibilities  

Planning Timeline + Key Milestones

Review Themes Report

Spectrum of Engagement + Plan

// 6 Next Steps



CDR Associates (CDR) has pioneered 
creative and collaborative techniques for 
strategic planning and facilitation for over 
40 years. 

➔ Tangible and durable planning and 
decision-making

➔ Effective communication

➔ Consensus around challenging projects and 
programs

➔ Build partnerships and create space for 
equitable and inclusive dialogue

ABOUT CDR 
ASSOCIATES



WHAT BRINGS YOU HERE TODAY?

INTRODUCE YOURSELF TO SOMEONE YOU MAY NOT KNOW WELL

SHARE WHAT YOU LEARN WITH THE FULL GROUP



ESTABLISHING SCOPE, ROLES + 
RESPONSIBILITIES



PLANNING GOALS

Improve access, modernize facilities, and provide updated and sustainable 

recreation services that are appropriate to the environment, desired by the 

public and keeping within the character of the area.

Retain and protect the natural and social characteristics of the area.

Incorporate public input while honoring the historical legacy of this 

special place during the planning process.

1

2

3



CONSULTANT 
SCOPES OF WORK 2022 -2023

8

1. Planning Team Roles

2. CDR Associates

3. Confluence



PLANNING TEAM ROLES

➔ Oversee Consultant Teams

➔ Provide technical expertise 
+ resources for analysis 
(cultural, natural 
resources, etc.)

➔ Short + long term site 
planning

➔ Listen to and consider 
community and public 
input

➔ Work together as partners

➔ Make Decisions

➔ NEPA Process



CDR SCOPE

➔ Partnership Workshop + Facilitation

➔ Stakeholder Engagement Plan

➔ Facilitate Community Advisory Group

➔ Regional + Statewide Public 
Engagement

➔ Messaging + Information Sharing

➔ Community Question Comment / 
Response



CONFLUENCE SCOPE

➔ Prepare Base Map

➔ Development Program for 
Site Improvements

➔ Site Inventory + Analysis

➔ Potable Water Study

➔ Facility Assessment

➔ Market Analysis / 
Demographic Study

➔ Prepare Preliminary 
Master Plan + Proposed 
Action

➔ Financial + Operational 
Analysis

➔ Complete Master 
Construction Plan

➔ Cost Estimating

➔ Water Treatment + 
Distribution



Setting Expectations  | Roles and Responsibilities of the CAG



This group is responsible for: 

➔ Relay information to/from community members about the 

project

➔ Understand and consider the needs of all stakeholders

➔ Provide information and guidance related to community 

needs and interests

➔ Discuss substantive input based on group’s expertise

CAG PURPOSE



The CAG, Planning Team, and project consultant team agree 
to the following to guide the planning effort: 

➔ Support planning goals

➔ Share ideas, information and feedback

➔ Meet deadlines

➔ Resolve challenges and work together

➔ Achieve consensus on recommendations and acknowledge dissent

➔ Consider all communities

➔ Consistent membership and commitment to the CAG meetings

CAG ROLES + RESPONSIBILITIES 



FINAL 
DECISION-MAKING 

Final decisions are made by the 
USFS. CAG recommendations 
will be strongly considered by 
the planning team. 

Other aspects weighing into 
final decisions include: 

➔ Broader public input

➔ Site data collection

➔ Relevant laws, regulations 

and policies of each agency



THEMES REPORT



CDR Associates interview 
over 20 stakeholders, 

specifically focused on the 
local community to 

Sweetwater Lake. 

PROCESS

As a result, we categorized 
conversation based on 
“themes,” which provided 
insight on priorities, challenges 
and opportunities. These guided 
the development of an 

engagement plan. 

OUTCOME



The following resulted in order of frequency: 

1. Infrastructure

2. Community relationship to Sweetwater

3. Historic and cultural resources

4. Visitation, management and operations

5. Recreational uses

6. Habitat and conservation

7. Regional and statewide considerations

Recommendation to discuss each theme in depth during planning process with CAG

THEMES



For Planning Team Partnership 
➔ Partnership workshop 

➔ Community advisory group

➔ Clearly define roles and responsibilities 

For Public Engagement
➔ Develop engagement plan and define the level of public 

participation

➔ Partner with a range of stakeholders 

➔ Establish messaging and tactics regarding the planning 
process moving forward

CDR RECOMMENDATIONS



PLANNING TIMELINE + KEY 
MILESTONES



TENTATIVE PLANNING TIMELINE



ENGAGEMENT PLANNING



SPECTRUM OF ENGAGEMENT
INFORM CONSULT INVOLVE COLLABORATE DECIDE

PARTICIPATION 
GOALS

Provide stakeholder 
with balanced and 
objective information 
to assist them in 
understanding the 
problem, 
opportunities, and/or 
solutions.

Obtain feedback and 
analysis from stakeholder.

Work directly with 
stakeholder to ensure 
their concerns and 
aspirations are 
consistently understood 
and considered. 

Partner with 
stakeholder in each 
aspect of the project, 
including identifying 
preferred solutions. 

Final decisions. 

PROMISE TO 
STAKEHOLDERS

 Keep you informed. Keep you informed, listen to 
and acknowledge concerns, 
and provide feedback on 
how your input influences 
the decision.

Work with you to reflect 
your concerns and 
aspirations in the 
alternatives developed 
and provide feedback 
on how your input 
influenced the decision.

Seek advise and 
innovation from you 
to formulate solutions 
and incorporate your 
recommendations 
into decisions to the 
maximum extent 
possible.

In this context, final 
decisions are made 
by the Forest 
Service in 
coordination with 
CPW and EVLT. 

  
STAKEHOLDERS

CPW Commission, 
News Outlets, etc.

Municipalities, GOCO, 
Recreation/Conservation 
Groups, Emergency 
Services, Local Businesses, 
Regional/Statewide 
Partners

Sweetwater Lake 
Working Group, 
Property Owners, 
Permit Holders, 
Counties, Tribes

CPW, EVLT USFS



ENGAGEMENT PLAN 2022 - 2023

➔ Engagement Approach |  Using the Spectrum of 
Engagement and planning timeline 

➔ Broader Stakeholder Identification |  Local, regional, 
statewide and user groups

➔ Process for Sharing and Gathering Information|  
Messaging, tactics and extent of outreach

➔  Engagement Tools |  Activities ranging from virtual public 
meetings to website and site updates



TENTATIVE PLANNING TIMELINE



WRAP UP + NEXT STEPS



What frequency of meetings would help the CAG accomplish its goals?

Meeting Topics:

➔ November 14 | Finalize engagement plan, discuss sideboards, and 
develop a list of subsequent CAG meeting topics

➔ December - March | Discuss infrastructure and project design aspects 
as well as other topics developed during the November CAG meeting

➔ March - May |  Draft site plans, proposed alternatives, getting to NEPA

NEXT STEPS



The following resulted in order of frequency: 

1. Infrastructure

2. Community relationship to Sweetwater

3. Historic and cultural resources

4. Visitation, management and operations

5. Recreational uses

6. Habitat and conservation

7. Regional and statewide considerations

Recommendation to discuss each theme in depth during planning process with CAG

THEMES



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PARTICIPATION
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